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Previous work argues that discourse prominence facilitates coreference resolution [1, 6]. However, these studies use constructed stimuli with specific syntactic patterns (e.g. cleft constructions) which could have idiosyncratic frequency confounds. This paper explores the generalizability of a discourse prominence effect on coreference resolution in a broad-coverage, naturalistic analysis, given that behavioral data for naturally occurring, contextualized sentences have been argued to complement experimental evidence [4]. In particular, the current work proposes several new estimators of prominence appropriate for broad-coverage sentence processing and evaluates them as predictors of reading behavior in the Natural Stories corpus [7], which includes self-paced reading (SPR) times for ten "constructed-natural" narratives from 181 subjects.

The experimental setup consists of a linear mixed-effects regression (LMER) model fitting reading times to predictors of interest. For each predictor of interest, a likelihood ratio test is performed to compare the baseline model to a new model including the baseline predictors plus the predictor of interest. Following previous work on the Natural Stories corpus, baseline predictors of syntactic surprisal [11], n-gram surprisal [9, 12], and word length are included. Similar to [2, 3], an additional baseline predictor for order effects is added, called Story Position, calculated as the proportional sentence position in the entire narrative, ranging from 0 to 1.

After filtering outliers and data from inattentive subjects, the data consist of 59,632 reading time events for both anaphoric proforms and anaphoric fully referring words. Data is divided into exploratory and confirmatory partitions prior to running any model fitting to optimize predictors on exploratory data and eliminate the need for multiple trials correction. Coreference annotation consists of references back to the most recent antecedent for each anaphor, largely following OntoNotes 5.0 [13] guidelines for identity coreference, but adding possessive determiners (her, their, its, etc.). Also, the current annotation indicates only the head word of expressions as coreferring (as opposed to a mention span) to better match up with the word-level reading time data.

This work defines several predictors of discourse prominence based on coreference, including distance to antecedent and thematization. Distance to antecedent is measured by number of intervening words or referents (defined as nouns or verbs), generating the Coref Length Word and Coref Length Referent predictors, respectively. The Mention Count predictor quantifies an entity's overall importance in the narrative and is measured as the entity's running count of repeated mentions. Mention Count is similar to thematization, which has been measured as the total number of propositions containing the entity [10], but this work generalizes the measure to be a running total in order to model incremental processing effects. Mention Count is also somewhat related to topic persistence [8], which is measured as number of clauses to the right that a referent continues an uninterrupted presence as a semantic argument. However, Mention Count is a looser definition that allows reference to the entity to be interrupted; it does not assume perfect continuity. Models including variously spilled-over versions of all predictors are also optimized on an exploratory partition of the data in order to model the possibility that processing effects may have variable time course and potentially occur at some temporal distance from the target stimulus [5].

Table 1 shows a significant ($\ p = .00007$) reading time facilitation for the MentionCount predictor spilled-over by 1 word position. Distance-based predictors are not significant predictors of reading time latencies on exploratory data, and therefore are not evaluated on the confirmatory set. These results provide broad-coverage data support for the hypothesis that coreference resolution is easier when the target entity is focused by discourse properties, resulting in faster reading times.
Table 1: Effect sizes for main and baseline predictors on confirmatory partition of SPR data. The main effect, spilled over MentionCount, is highly significant ($p = 0.00007$). No $p$ values exist for baseline predictors, which are included in both models input to the likelihood ratio test. Negative effect direction indicates a speed-up in reading times. Z shows the fixed population $\beta$ value in milliseconds per unit of standard deviation of the predictor. Predictor Units are the $\beta$ value in milliseconds, rescaled to the original predictors’ units. Model includes observations from spilled over anaphors, totaling 59,632 observations. Word Length is measured in characters, Surprisal is measured in bits, and Story Position is the proportion of sentences completed, scaled between 0 and 1. Note that MentionCount ranges from 1-90, so a word referring to an entity with 70 previous mentions is predicted to be read approximately 10ms faster, relative to a singleton mention.
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